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Abstract. The significant amount of medicinal chemistry information contained 
in patents make them an attractive target for text mining. The CHEMDNER 
task at BioCreative V focused on information extraction from patents. This 
manuscript describes our submissions to the CEMP (chemical named entity 
recognition) and GPRO (gene and related object identification) subtasks. Our 
CEMP submission is an ensemble of five open systems, including both versions 
of tmChem, our previous work on chemical named entity recognition. Their 
output is combined using a machine learning classification approach. Our 
CEMP system obtained 0.8752 precision and 0.9129 recall, for 0.8937 f-score. 
Our submission to the GPRO task is an extension of GNormPlus, our previous 
work for gene and protein named entity recognition. Our GPRO system ob-
tained a performance of 0.8143 precision and 0.8141 recall for 0.8137 f-score. 
Both submissions achieved the highest performance in their respective tasks. 
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1 Introduction 

While publications such as those found in the biomedical literature con-
tain a significant amount of useful chemical information [1], much of 
the useful information on medicinal chemistry is found in less formal 
documents, such as patents. The CHEMDNER task at BioCreative V, a 
major challenge events in BioNLP [2], addressed the extraction of 
chemical and biological entities from medicinal chemistry patents [3]. 
NCBI participated in both the CEMP (chemical named entity recogni-
tion) and GPRO (gene and protein related object identification) sub-
tasks. Our CEMP submission consisted of an ensemble system combin-
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ing the results 10 models from five open NER systems for chemical 
named entity recognition. Our submission to the GPRO subtask was 
based on the open-source GNormPlus system [4].  

2 CEMP Task Methods 

Our submission to the CEMP subtask was an ensemble system combin-
ing the results from five individual systems. Each of the individual sys-
tems included are machine learning systems, based on conditional ran-
dom fields with a rich feature approach. These are tmChem Model 1 
and tmChem Model 2 [5], becas[chemical] [6], the Wuhan university 
CHEMDNER tagger [7], and banner-chemdner [8]. All systems are 
retrainable, with the exception of becas[chemical] since it is provided 
as a software service. 

We trained the constituent systems using combinations of two cor-
pora. First, we used the training and development sets of annotated pat-
ents provided by the organizers. We pooled the training and develop-
ment sets, and randomly split this into three sets: the training set, con-
taining 12000 articles, and two evaluation sets containing 1000 articles 
each. We also used the full corpus of PubMed abstracts from the 
CHEMDNER task in BioCreative IV [9].  

We combined the results of the constituent systems using a machine 
learning classification approach, representing each mention returned as 
an instance to be classified. We used one binary feature per constituent 
system; each feature representing whether the respective system re-
turned the mention. Our implementation used Weka [10] and libsvm 
[11]. We found logistic regression and support vector machines to pro-
vide the highest performance. 

We handle overlapping mentions by selecting the mention with the 
highest classification score. The result changes the precision / recall 
balance, which we overcome by determining the optimal classification 
score threshold for each classifier on the two evaluation sets and use 
their average for the final ensemble. 

We submitted two runs with the intention of maximizing recall. The 
first (“high recall”) simply omits the thresholding step, returning all 
mentions found after handling overlaps. The second (“higher recall”) 
performs the same procedure but also adds new mentions whose text 
matches a mention found within the same abstract.  
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3 GPRO Task Methods 

Our submission to the GPRO task was an adaptation of GNormPlus [4], 
our previous work on gene/protein name recognition and normalization. 
GNormPlus is a conditional random fields (CRF) [12] based method 
which can recognize gene/protein, family and domain mentions, and 
also determines their respective identifiers in NCBI Gene. By default, 
GNormPlus is trained using the refactored corpus of BioCreative II 
Gene Normalization task [13].  

For the GPRO task, we used the BIEO (B: begin, I: inside, E: end 
and O: outside) labeling model and a CRF order of 2. More specifi-
cally, we created five individual models (M1-M5) based on different 
training data and features. We first separated all gene/protein-related 
annotations into two distinct types: mentions that can be normalized to 
a database record (type 1) and mentions that cannot (type 2). Next, our 
five models were designed as follows: In model 1, both types of men-
tions were used and were treated the same. In model 2, both types were 
used but treated as two separate classes. In model 3, the type 2 men-
tions were ignored and the model was trained with only the type 1 men-
tions. Models 4 and 5 resembled models l and 3 respectively, but also 
used the recognition result of the default GNormPlus system as an addi-
tional feature. The other features used in the five models were directly 
adapted from GNormPlus, including linguistic features, character cal-
culation, semantic type and contextual words.  

As in GNormPlus, we employed several post-processing steps: in-
cluding enforcing tagging consistency and abbreviation resolution. In 
addition, we performed filtering, especially for the false positive pre-
dictions in two major types: “gene/protein family name” and “not a 
gene/protein mention.” We filtered these using a maximum entropy 
classifier trained with three types of features: the 5 tokens surrounding 
the span, whether the span can be found in NCBI Gene, UniProt or the 
list of type 1 mentions in the training and development sets, and mor-
phological features: The number of uppercases, lowercases, digits, to-
kens, and binary features of common gene/protein (e.g., “alpha”) or 
family (e.g., “proteins”) suffixes. We also filtered composite mentions 
(“MULTIPLE” type) by applying our previous study SimConcept [14] 
to recognize these mentions rather than simplify them. Taken together, 
these post-processing steps improve the f-score by 3-5% on the devel-
opment set.  
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For the final task submissions, we created two variants that used ma-
jority voting to aggregate the results of multiple individual models.  

4 CEMP Task Results 

We report the performance of both versions of tmChem on our two 
evaluation sets in Table 1. We found that applying the model trained on 
PubMed abstracts to the patent corpus reduced performance as much as 
20% (data not shown). Performance improved considerably when the 
systems were retrained on the patent set, as would be expected. Less 
expected, however, is that training with a combination of the PubMed 
and patent sets consistently resulted in a slightly higher net f-score.  

Table 1. Results for tmChem Model 1 and Model 2 in two training con-
figurations. Each measure is averaged between the two evaluation sets. 
The highest value is shown in bold. 

System Training Precision Recall F-score
tmChem.M1 Patent 0.8819 0.8088 0.8437 
tmChem.M2 Patent 0.8721 0.7953 0.8319 
tmChem.M1 Both 0.8741 0.8232 0.8479 
tmChem.M2 Both 0.8711 0.8159 0.8426 

Our task submissions were prepared with an ensemble of 10 models. 
This included 4 models trained on the patent training corpus 
(tmChem.M1, tmChem.M2, banner-chemdner and the Wuhan tagger), 
4 models trained on both the patent training corpus and the full Pub-
Med abstracts corpus (tmChem.M1, tmChem.M2, banner-chemdner 
and the Wuhan tagger), and also 2 models trained only on the PubMed 
abstracts corpus (becas[chemical] and the Wuhan tagger). 

Table 2 shows the five versions of the ensemble we submitted. The 
first three runs used different classifiers: logistic regression, libsvm, 
and support vector machines using the modified Huber loss. The base 
classifier for both high recall configurations was logistic regression.  
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Table 2. Results for our ensemble systems as measured by precision 
(P), recall (R) and f-score (F). The internal evaluation values are aver-
aged between the two evaluation sets. The highest value is shown in 
bold. 

Internal Evaluation Official Test Runs System Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score 
1 Logistic 0.8867 0.8979 0.8923 0.8752 0.9129 0.8937 
2 Huber SVM 0.9091 0.8626 0.8853 0.8908 0.8918 0.8913 
3 libsvm 0.9255 0.8753 0.8901 0.8971 0.8822 0.8896 
4 High recall 0.6732 0.9562 0.7901 0.7967 0.9314 0.8588 
5 Higher recall 0.5922 0.9622 0.7331 0.5202 0.9762 0.6787 

5 GPRO Task Results 

In this task the type 2 mentions, which cannot be mapped to a specific 
identifier, are not evaluated. Recognizing these mentions is therefore 
highly important, but we unfortunately found these mentions to be 
highly ambiguous with the type 1 mentions. We found that the CRF 
model could not differentiate between the two types well (models 2 and 
3), but that combining the types and refining the result in post-
processing provided better performance (model 1). Adding the recogni-
tion result of GNormPlus as an additional feature in the CRF models, 
increased recall about 4-6%, but significantly reduced precision. We 
produced two runs that aggregated the recognition results with a major-
ity voting strategy. The last row in Table 3 aggregated the results of all 
5 models, and obtained highest F-score (0.8137). 

Table 3. Micro-averaged results for each model on the official test set, 
as measured by precision (P), recall (R) and f-score (F). The highest 
value is shown in bold. 

Runs Methods Precision Recall F-score
1 M1 results 0.7835 0.8302 0.8062 
2 M2 results 0.8224 0.7852 0.8034 
4 M4 results 0.7677 0.8502 0.8069 
3 Majority voting based on M1 – M4 results 0.8059 0.7982 0.8020 
5 Majority voting based on M1 – M5 results  0.8143 0.8141 0.8137 
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